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Rate of School Fights Drop to All Time Low at SLV in 2017-2018 year
By Lori Claes
News Writer
Did you know that nationally, one in four high school
students have been in a school
fight in the past year? School
fights occur for many reasons,
whether due to lack of respect for
peers, maintaining a reputation,
pop culture influence, or even
mental health concerns, but in
the end, school fights only leave
negative impacts.
During SLV’s 20172018 school year, there was reported to be zero school fights
that occurred. Students have been
curious as to why there weren’t
any last year, so staff and SLV
students were interviewed.
Mr. Calden said, “In

the past, there were fights at the resolve conflict in elementary and Crew, [as well as] many school
high school. [We don’t have] as middle school and a positive vibe clubs, sports, art, drama, and mumany as most schools, however. at the high school with a focus on sic helps. People with the chance
Very few [fights] occurred
to do something they
in classrooms. Sometimes
like or who feel like
[fights happened] on camthey belong are less
pus at lunch or after school.
likely to fight. DepSometimes [fights haputy Koenig, Wendy,
pened] at the bus stop, or
Javy, Mrs. Winters,
Castelli’s parking lot. Usuand myself are doally, fights are caused by
ing our best to be out
two people who have not
and about and present
yet learned better ways to
on campus. We have
work out their problems or
great students here
not yet realized that fightand if most of the stuing doesn’t solve your
dents come to school
problems, it just creates Recreation of fight on school grounds with a ‘We don’t do
new ones- and sometimes Photo by commons.wikimedia.org
that here’ attitude,
it really hurts your face.”
others are less likely
Mr. Calden said,
to do things that the
“Students being taught how to positive opportunities like Link rest of don’t want here.”

As to why there have
been fewer fights on campus,
Mr. Parmeter added his opinion:
“I would like to think that the
students are nicer to each other
nowadays, or maybe people are
using social media instead of
physical fighting. It seems to me
that more people pay attention to
their phones rather than physical
confrontation.”
Kayla McInturf, Junior,
said: “I think none happened because why would students fight
each other? Everyone here at the
high school is family. We support
each other, help one another, and
we are kind to each other.”
Hopefully, we can make
this school year as successful as
last year.

By Matt Stone
News Writer
Back in 1941, the district
of Scotts Valley decided to build a
middle school for the members of
the community. Since then, nothing but minor additions have been
added to the school. As someone
who attended Scotts Valley Middle School, I can tell you that going to a school that feels like it’s
going to fall apart at any moment
isn’t a pleasing feeling to have
when you are trying to learn.
A few years ago in 2014,
the people of Scotts Valley had
decided to make change and start
what they called “Measure A”.
Measure A authorized the bond to
be passed for Scotts Valley school
district to borrow 35 million
needed to renovate their middle

school. This project was
delayed all the way until
late of this year, so most
of the middle schoolers’
families that invested into
the project will already
be graduating from high
school or will be on the
verge of it by the time of
the renovation.
This delay was
caused by the endangered Design of new SVMS Campus
Mount Hermon June Bee- Photo by Overaa Construction
tle and the Zayante Sandlocal ballot measures for Califorhills Conservation Bank,
who had claimed that the habitat nia were up, the voters approved
of June Beetles intersected with of a 35 million dollar bond to go
the campus of SVMS, which was towards the schooling. 33 milalready (at the time) 74-years-old lion of that will go towards the
and was going to have to wait an- reconstruction of the school, and
they will conserve 2 million of it
other year.
On June 3rd, when the towards earthquake repair just in
case of emergency. The renova-

Scotts Valley School
District was forced to cut nine
teaching positions and were
forced to increase class sizes from
25 to 30. Many teachers who have
stayed with the program have not
received a raise in over 5 years.
They are among the top 10 least
funded districts and receives less
per student funding that any other
school in Santa Cruz County.
As pension increases, it
leaves the school district in what
could be a devastating situation.
It could cause core programs and
staff to get dropped if they are unable to meet the increasing payments. With the district at this
crossroad, one can only sit back
and hope that the right decisions
are being made to keep their pro-

Completion of Renovated SVMS Campus Expected in Late Fall of 2018
tion plan creates a
whole new library,
new
classrooms
and multipurpose
rooms.
The
district
is asking that the
residents must pay
$57 per $100,000
of assessed home
value to be able
to fund and retain their everyday
needs. According
to the Superintendent Tanya Krause. “It’s not adding programs, it’s trying to retain
what we have,” she said. She
said that she hopes to upgrade
computer labs, IT infrastructure
and invest in purchasing more
chromebooks.
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Manafort and Cohen: Their Trials and What They Mean for Trump

By Ellie Bourret
News Writer
Two of Trump’s associates have been convicted on several charges, and the convictions
only worsen the accusations floating around the president. Both
Michael Cohen, Trump’s personal lawyer, and Paul Manafort, one
of Trump’s campaign managers,
were convicted in August, and
both are going to jail.
Paul Manafort’s first
trial began on July 31, 2018, and
lasted for two weeks, at which
point jury deliberations began,
ending on August 21, 2018, after
four days. He was convicted of
eight charges: five charges of filing false U.S. individual income
tax returns, two charges of bank
fraud, and one charge of failure
to file reports of foreign bank and
financial accounts. The other 10
charges, all related to bank fraud,

bank fraud conspiracy, and failure
to file reports of foreign bank and
financial accounts, were determined as no verdict, with the jury
declaring them a mistrial. The
mistrial was 11 to 1, with one female juror objecting to the ruling
of the others because she said that
they had talked about the case before deliberations, which she revealed to the judge, according to
the Washington Post.
On August 21, 2018,
Michael Cohen plead guilty to
eight counts of campaign finance
violations: five tax evasions, one
false statement to a financial institution, and two violations of
campaign donations, one excessive donation, and one illegal
corporate donation. By doing so,
he implicated Trump in campaign
finance violations. He said that
he had been ordered by “the candidate” to use some of the funds

to pay off Stormy Daniels with a
non-disclosure agreement so as
to not jeopardize the Trump campaign, which implicated Trump in
corrupting his presidential campaign. While there is much legal

article said that the founders,
when writing the Constitution,
had focused extensively on the
impeachment possibility of the
president, as they worried about
the corruption of the president.

Manafort(left) and Cohen(right)
Photo by Chicago Tribune
turmoil and uncertainty about
what exactly is illegal and what
Trump said, one New York Times

Corruption of the president could
include seeking office through
corrupt means, which using cam-

paign money to pay off Daniels
could apply to. According to AP
Government teacher Ms. Martinez, “What happens now really
depends on how the accusations
are treated. The result could go
anywhere. While a president
cannot be indicted during their
time in office, the second Trump
leaves office, he could be put on
trial. However, if the accusation is
not seen as a crime, Trump could
still be impeached, because of his
position as the President. But the
impeachment could reflect badly
on Congress, which might cause
them hesitation.”
Cohen began working as
a lawyer for Trump in 2006, and
continued working for him as a
“fixer” until May 2018, when he
was fired so as to distance Cohen from Trump. Cohen would
deal with Trump’s public legal

Trump’s Nomination for Supreme Court Justice: Brett Kavanaugh
By Rachel Clift
News Writer

As of early July, President Donald Trump has chosen
Brett Kavanaugh, a conservative
judge from the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit —
often thought of as the second
most powerful court in the country — to replace recently retired
Justice Anthony Kennedy on the
Supreme Court of the United
States.
Kavanaugh grew up in
Bethesda, Maryland in the Washington, D.C. suburbs. His mother
was a public school teacher who
went on to become a prosecutor
and judge in Maryland, while his
father worked as the president of
the Cosmetic, Toiletry and Fragrance Association for roughly
twenty years.
President Trump has
provided several motives for
choosing Kavanaugh to fill
the currently empty seat in the
Supreme Court. For example,
Kavanaugh is only fifty-three

years old, meaning he would
he is not conservative enough.
most likely be able to serve for
They are in disagreement with
an extended period. Trump has
several of his public opinions,
said that he wants a justice who
particularly those relating to
could serve for decades. Kavaabortion and the Affordable
naugh has many qualifications
Care Act. He has, on multiple
that give Republicans reason to
occasions, expressed admirabelieve that he would
be the most logical
and intelligent choice
for the Supreme
Court at this time.
Despite the abundance of positive
feedback, others have
pointed out negative
aspects of Kavanaugh’s belief systems
and how they may
affect decisions made
in the Supreme Court Brett Kavanaugh
Photo by www.vox.com
as well.
There is
significant concern
within several conservative cirtion of the policies and beliefs
cles over Kavanaugh. These con- of the late conservative former
servatives, including Texas Sena- Supreme Court Justice Antonin
tor Ted Cruz, have stated that
Scalia. He has also expressed
they have reason to believe that
strong feelings toward the neces-

sity of textualism, or interpreting
law based first on the language
in a statute. Kavanaugh, speaking of the Supreme Court, said
that “We follow precedent.” He
went on to claim that in order be
a good judge, one must follow
not just the “letter” but
also the “spirit” of the
law. Kavanaugh has
stated that he believes
that presidents should be
protected from lawsuits
and criminal investigations.
Currently, Kavanaugh’s nomination
hearing is scheduled for
September 4 of this year.
Democrats
have called
for a delay,
reasoning that
a full and complete record of the
Kavanaugh’s work
for Starr and later at
George W. Bush’s

Continued on Pg. # 9

White House has not been
made available. The National
Archives recently released the
previously sealed 1999 report by
Special Master John Kern on his
investigation into assertions that
Starr’s office leaked said grand
jury secrets during the Whitewater investigation. Those working
on the case eventually came
to the conclusion that Starr’s
office broke no rules regarding
the 24 specific news stories on
the investigation it reviewed.
This finding could potentially
and quite possibly destroy any
chances the Democrats had at
delaying Kavanaugh’s hearing.
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Upcoming U.S. Midterm Elections to be Deciding Factor for Both Parties
By Jacinda MacCool
News Writer

The stakes could not
be higher in the upcoming US
midterm elections, as a battle
is being waged to decide which
vision of America will prevail.
Control over state houses, the US
House of Representatives and
the Senate are at stake. Political
observers on both sides of the
spectrum are calling on people
to go out and vote because this
could be the most important election in our lifetimes, if not in US
history.
In these elections, all
435 seats in the United States
House of Representatives and
35 of the 100 seats in the United
States Senate will be contested.
On the one hand, states such as
Republican-controlled North
Carolina, ground zero for the war
on voting rights, have enacted
strict voter suppression mea-

sures to bar voters of color from
Democrats are battling to make
exercising their rights. A federal
sure they are not shut out of three
court has ordered state officials
Republican-held congressional
to redraw its illegally-drawn con- districts that otherwise seem
gressional districts, which were
ripe for Democratic takeovers.
designed to benefit Republican
California is taking a big step
politicians. A restrictive voter ID
toward electing its next goverlaw in Wisconsin
suppressed 200,000
black and Democratic voters in the
state, which Trump
won by 22,748
votes.
On the
other hand, voters
outraged by the
current political cli- 2018 Election Banner
mate are energized Photo by newstalkkzrg.com
and ready to make
change and make history. Eight
nor to succeed Jerry Brown and
states, Florida, Georgia, Kantoward sending Senator Dianne
sas, Maryland, Wisconsin and
Feinstein back to Washington to
Oklahoma, will have the opporserve a sixth term. The stakes are
tunity to elect their first African
high in no small part because of
American governors. California

California’s unconventional election system: The top two finishers in today’s nonpartisan, open
primary will go on to face each
other in November. The problem
for Democrats is that they have
so many candidates competing in
three districts for a finite
number of voters that
Republicans might end up
capturing one of the spots.
An anonymous junior at
SLVHS says, “I think it's
important that we get at
least one of the slots to be
filled with an Democrat,
but I also don't really
think it would be an big
deal if they both happened
to be Republican.”
In Florida, Tallahassee
Mayor Andrew Gillum won the
Democratic primaries to become
the state's first African-American
gubernatorial nominee, mobilis-

ing support among young people,
liberals and progressives, and
white, Latino and black voters.
Gillum promotes gun control
and a repeal of Florida's deadly
"stand your ground" self-defence
law, a $15 minimum wage,
Medicare for all, corporate
tax increases to pay for public
education, and the abolishment
of the Immigration and Customs
Enforcement. The Republican, Trump-endorsed governor
candidate, Ron DeSantis, stirred
controversy by using a racial slur
in reference to Gillum's politics.
This happened as the current
governor Rick Scott runs for the
US Senate. Scott has received
Trump's blessing but attempted
to distance himself from the
NRA and from the president, also
appealing to Latino voters with
a Spanish-language and showing
he is not supportive of Trump.

Reconstruction of Brookdale Highway Proves a Relief to Residents
By Collin Manley
News Writer

also impeded on local residents
personal lives. A stop light was
put into place which resulted
in many frustrating delays. The
road had quite a few setbacks but
everyone made it work for two
years. The road collapsed in the
winter of 2017 and the construc-

During the winter of
2017, there was a “slip out”
in Brookdale where a majority of the North-bound lane
on Highway 9 collapsed. The
incident in question was unexpected and certainly
not planned for.
Fortunately, there
were no fatalities or
injuries during the
accident although
the road was shut
down and detours
were put into place.
It took Caltrans
several months to
gather enough info
and surveys about
Construction in Boulder Creek
the incident to come
Photo by Patrick Dwire
up with designs
and plans that were
strong enough to make the road
tion workers struggled to find
accessible to Valley residents.
safe conditions, therefore delays
The unexpected road
in the number of hours the road
destruction took a toll on more
was worked on per day were
than just the road itself, as it
numerous. The few months the

company took to gather infromation about the site was extensive
due to the fact that the construction workers faced difficulty
working in the rain. When the
road was nearing completion,
it took roughly hour and a half
to two hours to get through the
traffic. Construction workers
were only able to work on what
was left of the North-bound lane.
The roads had to be shut down
15 days between October and
November. Roughly 12,500 to
16,000 cars a day drove through
the light. Careful planning had
to be done when scheduling
the deliveries for materials and
machinery since they were very
limited on space so the amount
of resources and machinery that
they could keep on site was
limited. Junior Chris Markey
says the construction “Made
me late for class. It was very
annoying and took forever.”
		
All in all, there
were mixed feelings about the
construction.
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New Clocks Sparks Controversy due to Re- Samuel Gomez Espinosa,
cording Device, but Help in Emergencies
a Beloved SLVE Student,
By Amber Slaughter
tect the students and staff at
People have been curiNews Writer
Passes Away in Accident
the
school.
For
example,
if
an
ous
if
the
clocks record what is
It is August 20, the first

intruder is on campus, instead
day of school, and as you walk
of telling people the plan on the
into your first class you immediately look at the clock so you can speakers, the office can send a
message which keeps the insee how much longer you have
truder out of the loop and people
to be at school. Instead of seeing
safe. The District Office can
the old clocks, you are surprised
to see new digital clocks.
Throughout the day, you see
these new clocks in all of your
classes.
The new clocks,
about 136 of them, were
installed all over the district
New clock design at SLV
during the summer. The new
Photo by www.anetd.com
clocks cost $800 each, making the overall cost was about
$108,800. The reason for the
also send messages through the
clocks being very expensive
clocks so that if the administrais because they have a special
tive office is not able to; people
feature that allows them to scroll
at the District are able to do it in
text through the clocks.
case of emergency.
This feature is meant to pro-

being said in the classrooms. The
clocks have the ability to do that,
but that feature is only activated
in the case of an emergency or if
the school needs to locate someone. It seems that the new clocks
were installed not
just for updating
the campus but to
ensure the safety of
the campus since
school shootings
have become regular in our country.
SLVUSD spent
$108,800 on the new clocks to
protect the people on the campus.
One could say that the new
clocks are more about improving
communication and protecting
the campus than having the ability of telling time.

New Courts Prove Asset for Tennis Team
After Years of Suffering Subpar Courts
By Chris Markey
News Writer

matches at their school and not
at Highlands or at Boulder Creek
Country Club.
Mr. O’Brien the tennis coach
said he “loves the new courts and

SLV has had the same
three tennis courts since the 40’s.
The tennis teams have been playing on the Boulder Creek country clubs courts and also the
courts at Highlands Park. SLV
has never played on the old
courts. Saviano has made the
new tennis courts. It took them
four long, hot months to build
these courts and the basketball
courts that are attached.
SLV decided to build
new tennis and basketball courts
because the last ones SLV had
were cracked, the nets were SLV’s New Tennis Courts
broken and falling apart, and Photo by Chris Markey
we did not have enough courts
to host a home match. The high thinks they look great... he and
school wanted our tennis team his team can’t wait to play on the
to grow and wanted the kids that new courts.”
aren’t interested in contact sports
In an interview with juto have an option in playing a nior Olivia Lapioli, she described
sport. SLV wanted to have their

her experience thus far with the
new courts. She mentioned that
her team “couldn’t play at the old
courts because they were messed
up and not safe.” Olivia likes the
new courts and said that
“they’re the best in the Santa Cruz county.” She thinks
that these courts would
help the team improve their
game and team chemistry.
Sarah Hanson, another
tennis player, thinks that
the new tennis courts “have
been a big part of the huge
outcome of new players.”
She noted that “The courts
are very nice and a lot bigger than the last courts
that we used to practice at.
There are six courts which have
provided a much bigger and nice
environment for us to learn more
about the sport we love.”

By Callie Solberg
News Writer

On Septemeber 3, 2018,
Samuel Gomez Espinosa, a second grader at San Lorenzo Valley
Elementary School, sadly passed
away due to a shocking automible
incident.
In an email sent out to
SLV parents and students alike,
Principal Calden informed families of the tragic passing of one
of our district’s own children.
At around 2:40 p.m. on Monday,
Samuel was struck by an automobile.
He had been riding
his razor scooter in his family’s
driveway at the time of the incident. While turning onto the
driveway of the community, a 44year old man unfortunately struck

the young boy. Samuel sadly
passed away due to injuries at the
scene.
Samuel, who was only
seven, was described lovingly by
his family on their GoFundMe
page as a boy who “always had a
sweet smile on his face. He just
started second grade at San Lorenzo Valley Elementary School
and loved his new school. He
dreamed of one day playing football.” Samuel was the only child
of his two parents Jose and Andrea who had recently moved
from Columbia to be closer to
family.
“May God forever hold
you in his arms sweet angel. You
are deeply loved and will live in
our hearts forever,” reads GoFundMe page.
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‘Queen of Soul,’ Aretha Franklin dies at 76 from Pancreatic Cancer
Jill Miller

Features Writer

Aretha Franklin was
born on March 25th, 1942, in
Memphis, Tennessee. Little did
her family know that their baby
would grow up to be one of the
top recording artists in the world,
the first woman in the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame, with seventeen top ten pop hits, twelve
gold records, five multi-platinum
records, and eighteen Grammy
wins. At the age of seventy-six,
Franklin passed away on August
16, 2018 in Detroit, Michigan
while in Hospice Care. Surrounded by friends such as Stevie Wonder, Jesse Jackson, ex-husband
Glynn Turman, and her family.
The cause of Franklin’s death
was pancreatic cancer, or more
specifically, a pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor.
Franklin’s
“Celebration of Life” service was held on
August 31st in Detroit Michigan.

However, there were a few hic- dren, we can turn black America
cups. Franklin’s family was ex- around,” he said. Franklin hertremely upset with the way that self bore her first child at the age
Rev. Jasper Williams Jr. spoke at of twelve, and the second at age
the funeral. He spoke for fifty
minutes, only to not properly eulogize her. “If you choose to ask
me today ‘Do black lives matter?’ let me answer like this: No,
black lives do not matter. Black
lives will not matter. Black lives
ought not matter. Black lives
should not matter; black lives
must not matter until black
people start respecting black
lives and stop killing ourselves,
black lives can never matter...”
He said, along with a comment
on single parenting: “A black
woman cannot raise a black boy
to be a man. Right in your own
neighborhoods, where your Aretha Franklin
church is, there are struggling Photo by New York Times
single moms, that don’t know
what to do. That needs a man
in the house through mentoring fourteen. She was, in fact, a single
programs and parenting our chil- mother to all four of her children.

Her nephew released a statement
stating that he was speaking for
the whole family when he said
that these comments were “offensive and distasteful.” He added,
“My aunt did not ask Rev. Jasper Williams, Jr. to eulogize her
before she passed away because
dying is a topic that she never
discussed with anyone… We
feel that Rev. Jasper Williams,
Jr. used this platform to push
his negative agenda, which as a
family, we do not agree with.”
After the eulogy, Stevie Wonder
stepped on stage and seemingly
directly addressed Williams’
comments about Black Lives
Matter, saying to applause: “We
need to make love great again
because black lives do matter
because all lives do matter.”
Franklin died with a net
worth of 80 million, but without a will or a trust. Her four
sons have filed a document listing
them as interested parties. Add-

ing to the sons filing, Franklin’s
niece has requested the court appoints her as the personal representative of the estate. Michigan
law states that if an unmarried
person dies without a will, that
their estate shall be split equally
between any children. According
to Franklin’s lawyer, Don Wilson,
who has represented her for nearly thirty years, he has been requesting for her to write a will for
years. “I was after her a number
of years to do a trust,” he stated in
an interview.
Aretha Franklin was
truly a one of a kind woman. She
fought through many personal
battles within her life, all while
overcoming battles within her
fame, and ultimately rising to the
top. Within her seventy- six years
of life, Franklin has accomplished
more than imaginable with her
music career. She truly is the
Queen of Soul.

been coming to this annual event
on and off (mostly on) for more
than 20 years, and it’s now part of
my cinematic life. The festival is
well known for its splashy, starry premieres partly because it’s
where a number of movies start
sprinting toward the next Academy Awards. But for many of us,
the festival means more than its
role in the Oscar ecosystem or its
celebrity quotient, even if I did
sail past the British actor Charlie
Hunnam (here for his new movie
“Papillion”) at my favorite vegan
joint yesterday.”
The famous tend to remain hidden away in villas and
yachts at Cannes, the world’s
most glittering festival. There’s
something different about Toronto (Canadians, for one), which
despite its glitz remains enjoyably down to earth. Some of this
has to do with the fact that TIFF
is open to the public. And some
of it has to do with the energy that
comes from the city itself. You’re

scend each year to sample a staggering number of movies from
across the world. This year’s
event is somewhat more tightly
curated than in the recent past,
although to be honest, I am still
trying to figure out what are the
must-sees in a lineup of 255 titles.
This year’s festival includes a
movie with a Times connection. “Kodachrome” is based on
an elegiac article by A. G. Sulzberger about the final rolls of
the once-popular slide film being processed by a photo lab in
Kansas. Kodachrome became
the first commercially successful
color film after its introduction
in 1935. Then, in 2006, Kodak
took Kodachrome off the market.
Soon afterward, Dwayne’s Photo
in Parsons, Kansas, became the
last place on earth that could develop it. But it was running out of
chemicals, also discontinued by
Kodak, as the end of 2010 neared.
“Kodachrome” is directed by
Mark Raso, who is from Toronto,

and stars Jason Sudeikis, Ed Harris, and Elizabeth Olsen. The film
brings the Canada Letter its second contest.

A Sneak Peak Into the 43rd Annual Toronto International Film Festival
Hannah Zolezzi
Features Writer

The Toronto International Film Festival, a major event on
the movie festival circuit, is underway. It’s facing some uncertainty now that Piers Handling
has announced that he will end
his 23-year run as chief executive
and step down after next year. Mr.
Handling brought the festival,
commonly known as TIFF, into
international prominence. But he
has also occasionally been subject of criticism, particularly over
how much he is paid to run the
nonprofit festival.
Among those attending
this year will be Manohla Dargis,
The New York Times’s co-chief
film critic. She was interviewed
about what she thinks about this
festival, this is what she said,
“Exhilarating, exhausting, essential — the Toronto International
Film Festival is how many movie
lovers start each new fall season.
That’s certainly true for me. I’ve

able to see movies, slip out for
meals, coffee and fresh air in between activities,.
Every festival-goer has
their own methodology of what
to see and when. Here, you can
catch up with movies you missed
at other festivals, but you can also
see something you haven’t heard
of. It’s a blast not knowing what
you’ll see after the lights dim:
a new favorite, a shock to the
system, a revelation. And if you
choose badly, there’s always another movie starting soon.
Originally called the
Festival of Festivals, TIFF started
in 1976 as a compilation of titles
that had played elsewhere. Over
time, the event greatly expanded,
partly by taking advantage of its
dates to become a launchpad for
the new season. It bulked up on
premieres, attracted Oscar hopefuls, rebranded and built a home
in downtown Toronto. Now more
than 400,000 attendees, including
crowds of non-professionals, de-
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A Glimpse of a Local ValDon Duixote’s Replacement, Flynn’s Cabaley Fan-Favorite Restaurant, ret & Steakhouse on Highway 9: A Review
ed off with the fried mozzarella very rare. Each entree also came
Sierra Mattair
Cowboy Bar and Grill
as our appetizer. Then for our with its own soup and salad.
vory dish.
Features Writer
In the reviews from your
The Cowboy Bar and fellow students,
Anonymous
Grill is a local restaurant on said, “The staff are nice and know
Highway Nine, with a country- what they are doing. They [were]
western theme and kid-friendly really fun when I had a conversaatmosphere. This establishment tion about art with one of them”.
is locally owned by Jim Geary. It Jesse Watson said, “It was pretty
has a very kind staff, with a peak cool. Their ribs are pretty good.”
wait-time of 15 minutes. There Alex Tausch said that it reminds
is an outside area that continues him of an old western movie like
the western theme. It consists of The Good, The Bad and The Ugly.
metal chairs and tables with a Last but not least, Conner LaFecenterpiece of the outside being a ver said: “I didn’t know what to
large tree with plants at the bot- expect. I like the cow tables.”
tom trunk, surrounded in decoraThere are some staff retive rocks and bricks. The doors sponses also, I interviewed Kato the inside are
tie
Amos,
wooden
with
and Jannette
a carving of a
Lange. First,
meditating lady
I interviewed
with
stained
Katie
and
glass butterfly
she said, “I
wings. Inside,
love the dethe tables are
cor, the westset with a cloth
ern theme.
napkin folded
I
always
so the fork Cowboy Bar and Grill
love to see
and knife do Photo by Single Platform
Maura and
not slip out.
Mary. We
Some tables
eat
there
have leather-feeling tablecloths often, [and] we balance our visits
made to look like a cow skin. The with other local establishments.
whole atmosphere is really nice.
[It has] very reasonable pricThere is a variety of ing as well.” Last, but certainly
items on the menu venturing not least, Jeannette Lange says,
from the kid’s menu to the larger “Very nice. I love the outdoor
meal sizes with the rest of the area the best. The Pig Wings are
menu. The kid’s menu has a few very good, reasonable prices and
things like chicken wings, mac, a beautiful atmosphere.” Overall,
and cheese, all both with carrot everyone seems to like the Cowsticks to give the kids a healthy boy Bar and Grill.
balance. The menu has a variety
This local diner has gotof foods, varying from appetiz- ten some great reviews- the staff
ers to salads, burgers, steaks and and students seem to like it. The
American fare. There are weekly pricing is a bit expensive acspecials and sides galore. A pop- cording to the students, but the
ular appetizer and fan-favorite are SLVHS staff I interviewed think
the Pulled Pork Fries. It consists the pricing is reasonable. The
of pulled pork and cheese with a staff members are nice and the esjalapeno glaze giving it a subtle tablishment is very welcoming. It
kick, all over fries, an overall sa- is overall a great place.
Bailey Brown

Features Writer

The popular Felton res- entrees, we ordered Vegan Potato
taurant, Don Quixoteś, was re- and Chive Gnocchi, Black bean
cently bought and renamed by empanadas, and the Impossible
Bradd Barkan, who is a local store burger. I was most excited to see
owner and businessman. Flynnś that they had the vegetarian dish
Cabaret
&
Steakhouse
was named
after a close
friend
of
Bradd´s. His
friend owned
Cali Style in
Scotts Valley but sadly
passed away
because
of
Liver Cancer two years
ago. Bradd Inside of Flynn’s Cabaret & Steakhouse
decided
to Photo by Facebook
make the restaurant a memorial of Flynn because he didn’t Impossible burger because most
want him to be forgotten. Each restaurants don’t have it and it is
menu has the same quote from
Flynn’s last moments; ¨Breathe,
Eat, Drink, Love, Be Present¨,
which will hopefully stick in the
minds of all the people who have
visited the area and went out to
eat, but also for the locals who are
excited about the new restaurant.
Flynn´s is a sustainable,
farm-to-table restaurant with
grass-fed beef, vegetarian and
vegan dishes, gluten-free options,
and locally sourced produce.
The menu includes things such
as soups, salads, red meat, fish,
vegan appetizers, meat appetizers, and more. The restaurant also
has a salad and soup bar with seasonal vegetables. However, the
most popular item on the menu is
the Prime Rib. The restaurant also
has a lounge where live music is
played by bands such as Brotherly Mud, The Houserockers, and
Twisted Gypsy.
When I went to the restaurant with my family, we start-

Lastly, we ended our dinner with
a homemade molten lava cake
with vanilla ice cream which was
absolutely amazing. Overall, the
meal was very delicious and the
service was great, I
would definitely go
there again.
The restaurant
is located on 6275
Hwy 9 in Felton
and it is across
the street from the
Taqueria Vallarta.
Lunch starts at
11:00 am and the
dinner hours are
5:00 pm to 10:00
pm Sunday- Thursday and 5:00 pm
to 11:00 pm Friday and Saturday.
For more information, you can call the restaurant at
(831)- 335- 2800.
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An Overview of all the Sushi Places in the
San Lorenzo Valley and in Scotts Valley
Atara Miller

Features Writer

really awesome and friendly staff
that will go over the menu with
you if you had any questions and
their service is over the top!,”
states Joon K. on Yelp.
Rumble Fish is a laidback establishment that offers a
range of rolls, and lunchtime bento boxes. Rumble Fish is located
on Scotts Valley Drive. Although
some say it is the best sushi in
town, there have been many negative comments, “If you’re going
to charge $15 for a roll and $5 for
a bowl of edamame then you have

Finding the right restaurant can be difficult when taking
environment, service, and quality
into play. There is a popular, and
growing demand for exquisite sushi, as the food has increasingly
become mainstream. Fortunately,
here in San Lorenzo Valley and
Scotts Valley, there are no shortages of enticing sushi restaurants.
Sushi restaurants in
Scotts Valley include: Otoro Sushi (rated 4.6 stars on Yelp), Sushi
Blossom (rated 4.5), Rumble Fish
(rated 4.5), and Sushi Garden
(rated 4.5).
Restaurants in San
Lorenzo Valley include: Sushi San (rated 4.3), and Edo
Sushi Bar and Grill (rated
4.7).
Otoro Sushi is a
small, yet deeply positvely
endorsed sushi restaurant
located in the Scotts Village
Parking Center. The food
is served in a bright, open
space filled with large winSushi Roll
dows and televisions. “I had
Photo by Global Grub
low expectations because the
menu was written in Papyrus.” says Elise L. on Yelp about the money to invest in your busiOtoro Sushi, “It turns out their ness and keep it clean and modChirashi set and Chef’s specials ern. This place needs a remodel.
(~$20 including miso soup, salad) Sushi is mediocre; with so much
were fresh, delicious, and incred- sushi around here I’m choosing to
ibly large portions. We were also go elsewhere for future visits.”,
very impressed by the agedashi says Jess W. on Yelp
tofu. Ambiance is suburban - sulSushi Garden is an adorlen families, teens on dates kick- able little restaurant on Scotts
ing off their sushi, retirees, noise, Valley Drive. Sushi Garden ofTV on the background. Service is fers gluten-free options, as well
efficient and un-chatty. Food is as great prices, and generous porspectacular.”
tions. “...The service is all over
Another popular su- the place ranging mostly in the
shi restaurant is Sushi Blossom, mediocre zone. The food is also
well known for their lobster. Su- not at the same caliber as when
shi Blossom is located on Camp they first opened or their other loEvers Ln. “I had one of my best cation. I’ll give them a few more
sushi experiences in my life at tries but things seem to be headthis nice and cozy gem, tucked ing in the wrong direction,” says
away in Scotts Valley! They had Aaron on Yelp.

Sushi San is a polished
sushi restaurant on the newer
side. The restaurant is found on
Graham Hill Road in Felton.
Although it has odd surroundings (Safeway as well as a donut
shop), it is definitely worth a visit.
On Yelp, Joyce L. expresses, “It
has authentic Japanese food, specialty rolls, udon, sashimi are all
very good. The waiters are very
nice too. It even has a small waiting area that has a lot of toys to
entertain the kids. A gem in the
small town Felton.”
Tae’s Edo sushi is probably the most overlooked sushi
restaurant because it is located
all the way out in Boulder Creek.
Although small, and not well
known, Tae’s Edo Sushi got the
highest Yelp review, with a towering rate of 4.7 stars. Elizabeth
H. exclaims, “I was hesitant at
first to try the sushi here (sushi
in the San Lorenzo Valley...) but
I have eaten here several times,
and I have yet to be disappointed.
The fish is fresh, and the menu
has a bunch of great selections.
We really like the Tommy’s cajun appetizer, the spicy tuna on
crispy rice, and the seafood pancake (I know I know that’s Korean, not Japanese, but trust me it’s
good here). We also like the yami
yami roll, the red dragon roll, and
the FX spider roll. Their chirashi
is good too. The staff also let our
group linger and get a little loud.
They were super nice and patient!
Great people and great food!”
Hopefully, this review
has opened the eyes of many to
the incredible, delectable, and
unique options of sushi we have
here in San Lorenzo Valley and
Scotts Valley. The review has
summed up the best places for
service, environment, and food
(including family favorites).
Check out the remarkable sushi
near you!
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The Controversy Over the
Clothing brand, Brandy Melville’s, “one Size fits all”
Sierra Bullock
Features Writer

Do you shop at Brandy
Melville? Does one size fit all?
Brandy Melville is an Italian
clothing and accessory store for
teenage girls and young women.
It was founded forty-eight years
ago in 1970 by Silvio Marson and
his son. Brandy Melville is the
hottest name out there in clothing retail for teenage girls according to a new study. In 2014,
there were only 18 Brandy Melville stores in the United States,
but four years later there are now
over 100. Brandy Melville also
has stores in countries other than
the United States. Brandy Melville has transformed greatly in
the last few years becoming more
popular and well known. Brandy
Melville is also now sold inside
a popular store of a similar style,
PacSun. The company claims to
market their unique style clothing towards trendy teenagers who
love to feel special.
Many people shop at
Brandy Melville, but there is a
factor to it that causes a lot of
controversy and dislike. This being that they are a one size fits
“all” for their clothing. People
are confused how Brandy Melville expects everyone to be the
same size and for an average girl
to fit in these clothes. I interview
girls on the subject and one said,

“Brandy Melville clothes are cute
and I wear them all the time but
their size of clothing is definitely smaller than an average girl.”
Controversy is brought upon the
company because of this issue.
Some girls are happy with the
way the store already is and some
are unhappy of it being that way.
Majority of girls feel uncomfortable or even sad that they cannot
fit into a Brandy Melville article
of clothing because they feel big
or large even when they are not.
Could Brandy Melville
be making a big mistake here?
People claim they do not understand why Brandy Melville
is one size when they could be
making more money if they had
a size range. More people would
like the store and shop there if it
wasn’t one size. One size fits all is
a phrase that does not have a positive effect on everyone, and some
people get very offended and upset by it. This will cause many
people to talk badly about the
store and because they rely mostly on word of mouth to advertise
their company they might have a
bad image for some people.
”Where do you stand
on the situation? Do you think
one size does not fit all, or people
can shop at other stores if Brandy
Melville doesn’t work out for
them?
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San Lorenzo Valley High School Welcomes Student-Directed Play, “A
Five new Teachers to our Line-up of Staff
Haunting We Will Go,” is on
White “taught in Salinas.” Mrs. Mr. Lahey. If I wouldn’t have met
Jersey Collins
Clark said that she “ was being a Mr. Lahey, then I wouldn’t have Track to be a Great Success
Features Writer

We have five new teach- mom and I taught at Gunn High
ers at SLVHS. We have one new School.” Mrs. Jot said, “I was
P.E teacher, three math teachers, teaching English in France so it
and one French teacher. Shanan was a different language for [the
McFall is the new P.E teacher, students there].” They all liked
Rebecca Jot is the French teacher what they were doing before but
and Bruce Siegel, Morris White, all have reasons from moving on
and Stacy Clark are all new from that and coming to SLV.
math teachers! I asked them a
couple questions about themselves, about where they were
from, what their the favorite
part about teaching at SLV
is, why they decided to teach
here, and the high school they
went to.
All of the teachers
are from different places. Mrs.
McFall is from Scotts Valley. Mr. White is from Los
Angeles. Mrs. Clark is from
Southern California around
Malibu. Mrs. Jot is from Oklahoma. Mr. Siegle is from
Downtown Lora. I asked all
the new teachers what their
favorite part of teaching here SLVHS Cougars
was. Mrs. McFall said, “The Photo by SLVHS
kids are amazing,” while Mr.
White said, “ I get the impresI asked them why they
sion that the school and commu- decided to teach at SLV. Mrs.Mcnity are behind the students and Fall said, “The school is closer to
teachers behavior and they want home and I like the demographic
them to succeed.” Jot said, “The and behavior of the students.”
people here are awesome, there I asked Mr. White and he said “
is good support here and I love The public opinion of the schools
being surrounded by the trees.” are good and I was recruited by
Mr. Siegel said, “ I really like the
students because they’re wonderful and I have the most glorious
classroom in the whole world and
all the people here are really laid
back.” Mrs. Clark mentioned, “
I decided to come back to teach
after having a baby.” A lot of the
teachers were happy to be teaching students and doing what they
love.
The next question I asked
them was their job before teaching here. Mrs.McFall “taught at
Fremont High School,” and Mr.

taught here. Mr. Lahey helps me
open my eyes to try new things.”
Mrs. Clark said, “ I have a friend
who already worked here and always tried to get me to work here
and it’s a very welcoming community.” Mrs. Jot said, “I had a
teacher/mentor here for a job.”
Mr. Siegel “My wife took a
job running an animal sanctuary and I went with her and
found a job here.”
The last question I asked
them is what high school they
went to. Mrs.Mcfall said “
Scotts Valley High School,”
Mr. White said “Beverly Hills
High School and Victory Baptist High School.” Mrs.Clark
said, “A school in Southern
California.” Mrs. Jot said
“Midwest City High School
Oklahoma.” Mr. Siegel said
“Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Cal State Monterey
Bay, National University. I
had way too much education.”
The five new teachers
at school seem really nice and
they’re very interesting. Let’s
welcome them in with opening
arms and show them how great
SLV is.

Madison Reger
Features Writer

A thrilling new production is coming to SLVHS this
fall. “A Haunting We Will Go”.
directed by two of our seniors,
Nic Payne and Jennifer Rodriguez, will be hitting the PAC
October 26th. Student-produced
plays have had tremendous success over the years here at SLV,
and this one is on track to do the
same. This twist on the classic
1942 movie will surely be a hit
amongst the student body, and
will hopefully bring lots of positive attention toward our drama
program. The drama production
is a great opportunity for several
students to get their break on the
big stage. The student producted
play is also a great chance for students to experience the responsibility of directing an entire play.
Students rehearse every day of
the week usually going to around
6. The students who participate
in these productions practice as
much if not more than some who
play sports. Student Camryn Hipwell is participating in the play
this year, and she’s very excited
for how it’s going to turn out.
Hipwell says, ”I got the part I
was really hoping to get which is
awesome.” Like her, many other
students were thrilled to see that

they landed their wanted roles.
For some, these roles have been
wanted since well before high
school. A vast majority of participants have done drama throughout middle school, and even out
of school productions. Although
all plays are alike in some form,
the ones at the high school seem
just a little different. “I’m excited
to perform for my friends” says
Hipwell. “I’m a little nervous but
mostly excited to see them in the
seats watching.” The thrill of having all your classmates getting the
opportunity to watch all your hard
work pay off is an awesome feeling, that the high school allows
for students. With students busy
at work learning blocking, lines,
and stage action, we also have
to recognize those who make
the play happen from behind the
scenes. Student Adia Beaulieu
helps with makeup and costumes
for the play. Juan Padilla helps
with tech and the set pieces off
stage and during the production.
He says he’s excited for this opportunity, and thinks the play is
going to turn out great this year.
With this said, don’t forget to take
the chance to watch your friends
perform in this classic play coming this fall to the PAC.
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Matt Stone
News Writer

Continued from Pg. # 1

grams running responsibly.
The construction of the
middle school is under the control of a company by the name of
“Overaa”, and the architecture is
being ran by “CAW Architects”.
Overaa was ranked the 37th best
construction company in all of
California and is on the rise.
There is no doubt that that this
company is not only fit for the
task at hand, but is possibly one
of the best.
According to a website
called “School Digger”, Scotts
Valley Middle School is ranked
171st out of 2,508 middle schools
in California. That would put
them in the top 7% of middle
schools throughout California
even though they have had a campus that is not up to par to say the
least.
Even with the delay
of the construction, the middle
school was expected to be finished by late July but now the staff
of Scotts Valley Middle School
are saying that late fall would be
a realistic expectation. The Principle, Mary Lonhart, said “We are
still an active construction site;
the campus is transforming into
a beautiful space for learning and
a great community space for our
students.”
In replace of the classrooms being built they have decided to put in temporary modular
classrooms for the students. For
the graduating students I could
only imagine how that would
be frustrating for them to spend
their last year of middle school in
temporary classrooms. While the
building of the middle school is
something that is much needed, it
definitely has its downsides.
These changes will be
something that will not only
change the current students of
SVMS but will affect the Scotts
Valley community

Cohen, Manafort Convicted
Ellie Bourret
News Writer

Continued from Pg. # 2

entanglements, and broker deals
in private, such as the one with
Stormy Daniels. He also spent
some time attacking bad PR for
Trump, including demanding
a critical article by The Onion
about his client be taken down
with an apology issued. For most
of his time as a personal injury
lawyer, he had been involved
with the Russian and Ukrainian
mafia, and ran a taxi business that
brought in serious amounts of
cash through shady means. This
was discovered through incriminating documents and recordings
found by Mueller. According to
The New York Times, “While
he has not been charged with a
crime, many of his associates
have faced either criminal charges
or stiff regulatory penalties. That
includes partners in the taxi business, doctors for whom he helped
establish medical clinics and
lawyers with whom he worked.”
This past hurt Cohen when Mueller began investigation into Cohen in April 2018, and continued
through the summer, gathering
more and more incriminating
information against him. When
Cohen went to trial, he quickly
admitted to being guilty to all
the charges, which many people,
including Trump, believed was
because he wished to reduce his
sentence and to implicate Trump.
Senior Codey Runcorn disagrees,
stating that she believed “Cohen
knew he was going to jail already,
so there was no point in lying
about what he had done. What he
said about Trump put Trump into
a bad perspective, because people
often try to spin what is said about
Trump into a negative perspective
that would increase the chance of
Trump’s impeachment, because
people don’t like him.”
In October 2017, a federal grand jury indicted Manafort
on 12 charges, including conspiracy against the U.S. Manafort

then spent several months under
house arrest, involved in various
trials and legal movements with
Robert Mueller’s special counsel investigation and the government, before being admitted into
jail on June 15, 2018 in a special
VIP section until his trial.
Manafort had a long, illegal past
before he was temporarily accepted as Trump’s campaign manager, from June to August 2016,
when his connections to former
Ukrainian president Viktor Yanukovych became known. He had
worked as a political advisor for
Yanukovych and through him,
earned money from suspicious
connections to Russian oligarchs.
Manafort gained tens of millions
of dollars, which he spent on extravagant items of clothing, and
which he stored in offshore banks
to avoid taxes and suspicions
from the U.S.
After Yanukovych was
thrown out of office, Manafort
shopped around for new clients,
eventually working with Trump.
Friends of Manafort warned him
that the new position could expose his past, but Manafort ignored them. However, because he
was a part of Trump’s campaign,
Mueller investigated him, leading
to the grand trial indictment.
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Girls Tennis Adjusts to the Many New Players; Veterans Give Advice
the new influx of strong players,
the outcomes of the games will no
doubt be rewarding, no matter the
With a varied combinascore.
tion of both skilled players and a
When lined up against
powerfully positive good attitude,
other schools, the girls tennis
they will be a foe to beat come
team is self-proclaimed as “Havfirst game. Eventually the coming a good attitude while also not
petitive relationships between the
knowplayers will
i n g
strengthen,
m u c h
“Once pracabout
tice starts,
h o w
the bond (of
to play
the team)
tennis”,
will hopestates
fully grow
Katie
s t r o n g e r. ”
Riggan,
says
Kayear 11,
tie
Rigwhich is
gan,
year
a recipe
11. There’s
for sucstill
concess.
cern for the
T h e
kinks that
charisare
presmatic
ent in the
a n d
beginning
skilled
of any new
perteam, like
sonalithe cliques
ties
b e t w e e n The Tennis Team Plays a Match During Practice
that
grade lev- Photo by Mira Wichelmann
make
els
and
u p
past captains returning, but the team will “Simone Sutton has been taking the team are the reason the next
work hard to amend any past con- private lessons for some time, so season will be so exciting, becerns or issues that had been pres- she’s definitely a power player,” cause the interest is always in
ent. Captain Julia Chapman will and “Brook Weder keeps an influ- the people involved and how
be able to help develop a group ential good attitude all the time, the team will interact with each
of inexperienced freshmen and which is half the battle,” so with other and the other schools as
Mira Wichelmann
Sports Writer

sophomores, while still helping
lead the juniors.
At the beginning of
the 2017 season, the consensus
was that in 2016 there had been
power players but at that time,
there were none. This year, in the
words of Olivia Lapioli, year 11,

well.

Similar to last year, the
team is coached by O’Brien and
McGee, with the help of three
new coaches. “(They are) all encouraging, helpful, and patient
with the players,” says Olivia
Lapioli, year 11. With a strong
foundation of patience right off
the bat, new players will hopefully feel welcomed by the coaches
and eventually by the rest of the
team. If new players can feel accepted in a foreign environment,
then all the better for the overall
gain of the team. Hopefully the
new players will have experience on a sports team because as
Lapioli states, “Playing more than
one sport helped my (forehand)
swing.”
Interesting tennis tips
have also been supplied by the
team for the paper, such as, “If
you can see the seams of the ball
while it’s spinning in the air, that

means you’re focused in on the
game” and, “If you learn how to
focus in school and in tennis, the
skills amplify one another and increase the quality of both.” The
tips were supplied by Olivia Lapioli, year 11. It’s “easier to work
in school after practice with the
rush of endorphins,” says Katie
Riggan, year 11.
The tennis team has
promising prospects this year
with the new skill sets from the
freshmen and returning sophomores, and while the team is large
they’re still asking for more enthusiastic players! If interested,
contact Matt O’Brien over email.
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SLV Lacks New Football/Soccer Field Despite Drainage Issues; New Field in 2019
Sarah Hanson
Sports Writer

San Lorenzo Valley
High School’s new football/soccer field has been a long time
coming. The process to re-do a
new football/soccer field has been
a struggle and has still not come
to completion. Architects sent
plans in to Sacramento so that
the football/soccer field could be
made for the fall of 2018; however, the new plans couldn’t make
the field’s draninge sufficiently
work, making it impossible to go
through with the process. Thus,
SLVHS has to wait another year.
The football/soccer field
that San Lorenzo Valley High
School has now has been there
since 2007, and has had drainage
problems from the beginning.
In December 2007, a

huge storm hit, revealing that the
current drainage to be inadequete,
as the field had hills, bumps and
valleys throughout the entire field
indicating that it needed a drainage fix. Since both football and
soccer use the field year-round,
San Lorenzo Valley High School
has been interested since that
time in upgrading and repairing
the drainage issue.
Brody Cusimano, a
sophomore at San Lorenzo Valley
as well as a football player said,
“The football field is where hard
work is put in and moments are
cherished. It’s where young men
come together and work for a
common goal no matter their differences.”
“It’s a place to have your
greatest successes, and your biggest failures. At the end of the

day, the football field is a place
where blood, sweat, and tears are
put forth to work on not only to
become a better football player,
but to become a better man.”
“It teaches you to be
stronger that little voice in your
head telling you to stop and telling you to give up. It pushes past
that to work harder and be faster
and be stronger. These football
players live by a set of goals;
number one: no personal fouls,
number two: 100%, number
three: team unity, number four:
win one game, number five: finish the game.”
Brody Cusimano also
said, “It’s where men are made
#cougarfootball.” As it currently
looks, the new football/soccer
field should be in place for the fall
of 2019.

With Anderson in a Top Place, the CrossCountry Team Trains Hard for Huge Goals
Kevin Giannini
Sports Writer

Coast Section Championships,
and later made it to state.
Coach Jay and Chris
Anderson both have big goals

After last years stellar
performance by Chris Anderson
at the state cross-country
meet, he is training hard
for a trip to the state meet
on November 24. Last
year, Chris Anderson ran
a 15:57 5k at the state
individual meet last year
and got fifteenth place! He
is among the best runners
in the state.		
When asked
how he deals with the
pressure and adrenaline Cross-Country Boys Start
before a race he replied, Photo by Facebook
“Pressure fuels the fire.”
Chris likes feeling the pressure
for this season. Chris wants the
and adrenaline because it (for
boys’ team to qualify for state,
example)helped him place at the
and also win the state championCentral Coast Section Chamship race individually. Coach Jay
pionships, and only miss third
wants both teams to win the Cenplace by three points. The girls’
tral Coast Section Championship
team placed third at the Central
meet, and qualify for state. These

are definitely goals that can turn
into reality. Two big names to
look for this season are Corey
Nounan and Azalea Groleau.
Both Corey and Azalea
had spectacular freshman
seasons last year.
During the interview
with Chris Anderson, he
talked about what it takes
to run cross-country, saying, “You need a strong
mentality. Cross-country
is ninety percent mental and only ten percent
physical.” The reason
Race why cross-country is so
mental has to do with
telling yourself you must
keep going and not to give up.
Running long distances without
walking is very hard because
your body wants to stop and cool
down. You have to build a strong
mentality in order to be a successful runner!
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Coach Bauman Brings Hope
for a Winning Season as
Team Starts Year with a Win
Emma Anderson
Sports Writer

With the start of a new
year comes the start of a new
girls volleyball season, and a
new coach for the Varsity Volleyball team, Aria Bauman. When
asked about what they thought of
the new head coach, an anonymous sophomore said, “Ms.
Bauman is doing a good job at it,
if our two wins so far this season
are anything to go by.” There
are high hopes for the new head
coach this season.
When asked what her
hopes for the team this season
are, Bauman replied “My goal is
for us to stay positive and have
fun while keeping a competitive
edge, and see how far we can

push this season.” She believes
the team will become more cohesive under her guidance and all
can only hope this means many
more wins to come.
So far this season, the
team has two wins, and seems to
be starting to redeem themselves
after their rough season last year.
The team started out this year
with an exciting win against
Pacific Grove. SLV won the first
two sets of the game fairly quick,
and it looked like it was going to
be an easy win for us. Unfortunately, Pacific Grove proceeded
to win the next two sets, making
it a close game, but SLV came
through in the last set and won
the first game of the season.
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Varsity, JV Cougars Start Season With Mostly Wins; Both Strong Teams
Erica Kindred
Sports Writer

Varsity SLV football
started off the year by traveling to Reno, Nevada, to play a
great game against Earl Wooster
High. At halftime, SLV was
down 7-14, but came back as Taj
Glasky scored to tie them in the
fourth quarter. They ended up
losing 14-24, leaving Malakai
Lawton saying, “We did not
come out as well as we thought
we would, but we have a strong
team and I think we will do well
this year.”
The team overcame the
loss against Wooster High School
and went out the next Friday
to beat Yerba Buena 35-0. Taj
Glasky ran in two touchdowns,
while Julian Auldridge scored
two receiving and Jacob Auldridge scored one, also receiving.
SLV’s JV football team
played Watsonville High School
on Thursday, August 23, and
took their first win 14-6. They

came out the next Friday against
the yards they have allowed. The
Varsity head coach
Yerba Buena High School and
team is now one and one going
Dave Poetzinger says he is
won again, this
time 45-14. The
team is two and
zero going into
their third game
on Saturday,
September 8th
against Pajaro
Valley.
In these
two games, the
Varsity Cougars had a total
of 290 yards
rushing and 280
yards passing,
leaving them
with a total
of 570 yards
gained. When
Cougars Run Onto Field
the team was
Photo by Monterey Bay Prep Report Photo Gallery
on defense they
only allowed
141 yards
rushing and 121 yards passing.
into their third game on the 8th
expecting “hard work, dedicaThey have gained over double
against Pajaro Valley.
tion, commitment to each other,

and adherence to our team goals”
out of his team this year. He
also says their team goals are the
same as every year, “no personal
fouls, to give 100%, to create
the bonds of team unity, focuson
winning one game, and to finish
each game strongly”, which if
SLV plays like they have in the
past, should be able to do.
SLV Varsity football is
just getting warmed up to have a
great season. Ty Martinez, and
Malakai Lawton both say they
are definitely looking forward to
the last game of the regular season against King City. Ty says
he wants to play them because
he was hurt last year when they
played them, and Malakai is
looking forward to playing them
again because he wants redemption for their loss against them
last year. The King City game
seems like it will be a good one.
The Varsity and JV Cougars are
getting ready for great seasons of
football this year.

